
PyFAI, a python library for high performance 
azimuthal integration

PyFAI is an open-source Python library for Fast Azimuthal Integration1 providing calibration tools and 1D- and 2D-
azimuthal regrouping with a clean programming interface, suitable for interactive use, and no compromise on the 
quality compared to reference software. Fast integration is obtained by the combination of an algorithm ensuring that 
each pixel from the detector provides a direct contribution to the final diffraction pattern and a parallel  implementation 
that can take benefits of multi-core processors and graphic card acceleration. 

PyFAI (GPL license) is release candidate (version 0.8.0 beta)
Dependencies: python 2.6+, NumPy, SciPy, matplotlib and FabIO.
For best performances: FFTw3 with pyFFTw, PyOpenCL (and a GPU) 
Development version on github at:  http://github.com/kif/pyFAI 
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Example of scientific usage:

IPython notebook offers a flexible user interface for testing algorithms

1) Load libraries FabIO4 and pyFAI1 into current Python interpreter

2) Load images and correct for dark-current and flat-field

3-4) Create an “Integrator” by feeding in Fit2D parameters and integrate an image 

5) Generate a perfectly symmetric image from powder pattern, subtract it from original 
image to highlight Bragg peaks

6) Following 2D caking, apply a median filter on the vertical dimension to separate 
amorphous scattering from crystalline scattering 

Ongoing developments

Version 1.0 will integrate:

 2D-regrouping algorithm using a LUT

 Validated polarization corrections (currently untested)

 Comprehensive testsuite for LUT-based integration on CPU & GPU

 Fast checksums to avoid useless data transfers to GPU

 Keep only one of the two OpenCL interfaces currently in use

 Good API documentation and program manuals

 Future projects:

 Integration into LimA (Library for Image Acquisition) to reduced data inside the the detector

 Integrate as a plugin into PyMca to provide a GUI for azimuthal integration of stacks of 
images (i.e. diffraction tomography).

Conclusions

PyFAI is a novel library for azimuthal integration already providing :

 Geometry equivalence with SPD and Fit2D

 Compatibility with 20 detectors from 12 manufacturers thanks toFabIO4

 A clean programming interface suitable for interactive use

 Parallel implementations running on multi-core systems and graphic cards

PyFAI is packaged and available in common Linux distributions like Debian 7.0 
and Ubuntu 12.04. Installer packages for Windows are also available.

1. http://forge.epn-campus.eu/projects/azimuthal
2. P. Bösecke; J. Appl. Cryst., 2007, Vol 40, pp 423-427.
3. A. P. Hammersley & Al.; High Press. Res., 1996, Vol 14, pp 235-248.
4. http://sourceforge.net/projects/fable/files/fabio

Introduction 

Online data analysis of scattering experiments is needed when using fast 
X-Ray detectors (like pixel-detectors)  because reducing data while it is in 
memory is faster than reloading a dataset from the disk. PyFAI was 
designed as a library to allow easy integration into the beamline software 
like dedicated server, Tango device server, LImA,… but also into graphical 
user interfaces (GUI).

PyFAI features:

 Versatile experiment geometry suitable for on- and off-axis geometries
   Directly compatible with setup geometry descriptions from SPD2 and Fit2D3 

 Integrated calibration and recalibration tools with basic GUI (matplotlib)

 Many algorithms implemented (vide infra) for 1D and 2D regrouping of SAXS and 
WAXS data.

 Already used on 2 SAXS beamlines at ESRF (BM26, BM29) and under evaluation 
on: ID11, ID13, ID02, ID23 and ID29

Versatile geometry:

Example: detector on a 2θ-arm:

Fast Azimuthal Integration

Azimuthal integration is performed by histogramming in 1D (or 2D) the 2θ- 
positions (or the 2θ, χ-positions) weighted by the intensity of the image, 
after correction for dark current, flat-field, solid angle and polarization 
effects. Pixels are split and contribute to adjacent bins depending on their 
spatial extension (like in Fit2D). This method is fast (on a single processor) 
but requires atomic operations in parallel which are inefficient on multi- 
core / GPU systems.

The correspondence pixel→bin  can be stored in a look-up table (LUT) 
making the integration trivially parallel at the price of larger memory 
consumption (500MB for a 16MPix image). Multi-core 1D-integration based 
on LUT has been implemented in Cython-OpenMP and OpenCL.

Thanks to compensated summation (Kahan method) the OpenCL 
implementation runs efficiently on consumer grade graphic card in single 
precision, with no loss of precision. 

Example of interactive use of FabIO & pyFAI in IPython

Automatic calibration tools 
are provided in some cases.

Performances measured 
on a high-end workstation 
(left) and on a consumer 
desktop computer (right).

http://github.com/kif/pyFAI
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